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Vintage OMEGA Speedmaster DayDate 1987 ST 376.0822
The Holy Grail (<1600 units); matching # papers

Item number: 130115401202

Bidder or seller of this item? Sign in for your status  

Bidding has ended for this item

Learn more about private listings.

Similar items from all eBay sellers Help

Item Name Price End Date
NR$1 Nice Omega Speedmaster Automatic DayDate 3521.80 US $1.25 Jun-03-07 20:05:00 PDT

Omega 1980s Speedmaster Moonwatch Chrono St Watch c.861 US $569.00 May-29-07 17:38:02 PDT

VINTAGE OMEGA SEAMASTER AUTOMATIC QS DAYDATE MENS WATCH US $1.00 May-31-07 13:30:00 PDT

Omega Speedmaster Watch C 1045 Chronograph Vintage NR US $1,794.99 May-31-07 10:34:05 PDT

See all  similar items...

Supersize

Sold for: GBP 3,588.00 
(Approximately US $7,122.90)  
Auction ended early with Buy It Now.

Ended: May-20-07 00:44:23 PDT
Ships to: Worldwide
Item location: Europe, Germany
History: 1 bid
Buyer: User ID kept private

You can also: Email to a friend

Listing and payment details:  Show

Meet the seller
Seller: vision5000 ( 1023 ) 

Feedback: 99.5% Positive
Member: since Jan-12-99 in Germany

Registered as a private seller
  Read feedback comments
  Ask seller a question
  Add to Favorite Sellers
  View seller's other items

Buy safely

1.  Check the seller's reputation
Score: 1023 | 99.5% Positive
Read feedback comments

2.  Check how you're protected
This item is not covered by buyer protection on
eBay

Description (revised)

General Description:

If you open google and type in Omega 376.0822 you will find all the info on this magic Omega watch: so why magic: only sold 1600
times in 1987/1988 and thus very collectable.

Here is what I found on several web pages about this "HOLY GRAIL"

"On the first look the case seems to be the same like the moonwatch case. That's only half of the truth. To fit the 1045 movement, the
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case is a bit higher than the hand winding one. On the bottom you can see the engraved seahorse but without the famous words.The
second part of the case is about 1mm thicker and more massive. It has crown and pushers protection. The diameter is the same,
41,5mm"

The376.0822 is such famous, that there is a special website from a privat owner where you can apply to get access to: there it shows
all currently (known) owners of this watch: thus a very exclusive club.

At the omega page in Switzerland you can sign in at the vintage watch section and find all technical details of this watch.

Origin:

This watch was sold 18-08-1988 in central Germany to its first owner (from whom I got the watch). Original retail price was 1500
German Marks (750 Euro). The watch was worn about 2 years from that point and ended up in a drawer till I purchased it.

Technical Conditions:

The movement is running very very smooth and winds up like a snoring small cat. I do have many Lemania driven watches in my
private collection and can confirm, that this watch is technically 1000%. The Start-Stop-Reset function is perfectly working, the day and
date setting works 100% and of course the watch is running like 1 out of 1000.

Cosmetical Conditions:

Pictures to tell more than words. The watch I would rate near Mint despite the following 3 remarks (I want to be very very critical with
this boy: especially at this price range): 1) the crystal could be polished: may be one prefers a exchange (this is done for 20 euro). I
personally would keep the original plexi crystal as this one is still more than acceptable, 2) the luminous marker is missing at the 12
position: this is hardly recognized as the hands are most of the time on top of this position, 3) The side line of the case shows some
little wear which could be polished away: the brushed finish is still intact as also the very sharp edges between the change of the inner
brushed to the polished to the side brushed finish. I personally would not work this case up.

Extras:

The watch comes with its original papers: 1211 with matching numbers to the case/model/movement number. This makes it a very
special ST 376.0822: I never have seen one with original papers yet: one of my collectors friend did: however maybe he dreamt  of the
one offered here...

Terms of Auction:

I sell this item private. ITEM IS SOLD AS IT IS. I try to give very very accurate description of the item, which is more than critical: if you
still have a question please ask before you bid. WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET: in other words: descriptions are most of the time
very personal and every person does have other standards: therefore very clear pictures of the item. Do not hesitate to contact us to get
other pictures of whatever part of the item! No guaranty, turn back, refund or price reduction.

Payment:

I ONLY accept bank to bank wire for this item: absolute no exceptions. Please understand that I have listed the auction in such away
that only owners of a paypal account can bid: this protect from these Chinese and Nigerian fake bidders: still I only accept bank to bank
wire as only payment method. Buyer is responsible for all bank wire transfer costs (about 2 Euro in Europe, about 30-45 Euro
Worldwide).

Shipping:

Shipping is NOT included in this deal. We only ship with UPS.
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00083
The power of protection from AOL and eBay. Learn more

Shipping and handling

Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.

Ships to
Worldwide

Return policy
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Return policy not specified.
Read item description for any reference to return policy.

Payment details

Payment method Preferred/Accepted Buyer protection on eBay

Other - See Payment Instructions for payment
methods accepted Accepted Not Available

Learn about payment methods

Other options

Back to home page  |  Report this item  |  Printer Version  |  Sell one like this  

Seller assumes all  responsibility for listing this item.
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